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Speckle noise is inherent when coherent illumination is employed because the backscat-
tered echoes from the randomly distributed scatterers in the microscopic structure, i.e.
under spatial resolution, of the medium are the origin of speckle phenomenon; which
characterizes coherent imaging with a granular appearance. It is the case for example
of Laser, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Sonar, Magnetic Resonance, X-ray or Ultra-
sound imagery.
Due to its random nature, statistical modeling is of particular relevance when deal-
ing with speckled data in order to obtain efficient image processing algorithms. It can
be shown that speckle noise is of multiplicative nature, strongly correlated and more
importantly, with non-Gaussian statistics. These characteristics differ greatly from the
traditional assumption of white additive Gaussian noise, often assumed in image seg-
mentation, filtering, and in general, image processing; which leads to reduction of the
methods effectiveness for final image information extraction; therefore, this kind of
noise severely impairs human and machine ability to image interpretation.
Clinical ultrasound imaging systems employ nonlinear signal processing to reduce the
dynamic range of the input echo signal to match the smaller dynamic range of the dis-
play device and to emphasize objects with weak backscatter. This reduction in dynamic
range is normally achieved through a logarithmic amplifier i.e. logarithmic compres-
sion, which selectively compresses large input signals. This kind of nonlinear com-
pression totally changes the statistics of the input envelope signal; and, a closed form
expression for the density function of the logarithmic transformed data is usually hard
to derive.
This thesis is concerned with the statistical distributions of the Log-compressed am-
plitude signal in coherent imagery, and its main objective was to develop a general
statistical model for log-compressed ultrasound B-scan images. The developed model
is adapted, making the pertinent physical analogies, from the Multiplicative Model in
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) context. It is shown that the proposed model can suc-
cessfully describe log-compressed data generated via Montecarlo methods from mod-
els proposed in the specialized ultrasound image processing literature. Also, the model
is successfully applied to model in-vivo echo-cardiographic (ultrasound) B-scan im-
ages.
1
2Necessary theorems are established to account for a rigorous mathematical proof of
the validity and generality of the model. Additionally, a physical interpretation of the
parameters is given, and the connections between the generalized central limit theo-
rem, the multiplicative model and the compound representations approaches for the
different models proposed up-to-date, are established. It is also shown that the log-
amplifier parameters are included as model parameters and all the model parameters
are estimated using moments and maximum likelihood methods. Finally, three ap-
plications are developed: speckle noise identification and filtering; segmentation of in
vivo echo-cardiographic (ultrasound) B-scan images and a novel approach for heart
ejection fraction evaluation.
Keywords. Statistical Image Processing, Ultrasound B-scan Images, Speckle noise fil-
tering, Generalized Central Limit Theorem, Alpha Stable Distributions, Log- Com-




Various models have been introduced in the literature during last forty years for the
statistics of ultrasound echo signals. However, when a log-compression or other (non-
linear or linear) operators are applied to the echo envelope, the distribution of gray lev-
els no longer follows the distributions computed for the RF echo envelope; as a result,
computing the Log-compressed data distribution remains as an open problem whose
solution should be applied to a wide kind of both theoretical and practical problems,
with a high potential for patents generation processes.
Objectives
• The main objective is to develop a general model that includes the known models
as particular cases.
• Once the general model is obtained, the objective is apply it to ultrasound B-scan
image processing.
Contributions
• A new statistical model for Ultrasound B-scan images is developed.
• It is shown that the new model includes as a particular cases, after Log-compression,
most of the models proposed up-to-date .
• The new model parameters include the Log-amplifier parameters, and can be
estimated with standard parameter estimation methods.
• The new model is applied successfully to:
– Theoretical random walk and Brownian stochastic process study.
– Speckle noise identification and filtering.
– Ultrasound B-scan image segmentation.
– Heart ejection fraction (EF) evaluation
3
4Thesis outline
• Chapter 1: Introduction
A review of previous and related works, state of the art.
• Chapter 2: Statistical models for Ultrasound RF data
A review of the models proposed up-to-date for RF envelope data is presented.
Also, different approaches for study those distributions are presented and re-
lated: Central Limit Theorem, Compound Distribution and Multiplicative model
approaches.
• Chapter 3: A general model for ultrasound B-scan images
GA0 from SAR image processing is studied and adapted to ultrasound RF enve-
lope data. Then, its Log-Compressed version and the physical meaning of model
parameters are deduced. Also, model parameters are estimated using moments
and maximum likelihood methods.
• Chapter 4: Log-compressed data modeling.
A Montecarlo study is performed with the distributions presented in Chapter 3.
Log-compressed data are simulated and then they are modeled with the Model
developed in Chapter 4. Finally, goodness of fit tests are performed for null hy-
pothesis testing.
• Chapter 5: Central Limit Theorem revisited.
The mathematical theory is presented to demonstrate the model generality. It is
shown formally that the developed model has as particular cases all the models
presented in chapter 3, after Log-compression.
• Chapter 6: Applications
– Speckle noise filtering in Log-compressed B-scan images.
The new model is applied to speckle noise identification and adaptive filter-
ing.
– Log-compressed B-scan images segmentation.
The new model is applied to Log-compressed B-scan images segmentation.
– Hearth ejection fraction (EF) measurement.
The importance of EF estimation is presented and the new model is applied
for EF measurement. A comparison study is carried to verify the perfor-
mance of the new approach.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions and future work.




Speckle noise is inherent to coherent imaging systems because the backscattered echoes
from the randomly distributed scatterers in the microscopic structure, i.e. under spatial
resolution, of the medium are the origin of speckle phenomenon; which characterizes
coherent imaging with a granular appearance. It is the case for example of Laser, Syn-
thetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Sonar, Magnetic Resonance, X-ray or Ultrasound imagery.
The emitted or interrogating pulse is modeled as a superposition of progressive
plane waves; when these waves encounter an interface between two media with dif-
ferent wave propagation properties, a part of the incident waves are reflected (specular
echoes). Along with these specular echoes, backscattered echoes from the microscopic
structure of the medium are added.
Due to its random nature, statistical modeling is of particular relevance when deal-
ing with speckled data in order to obtain efficient image processing algorithms.Speckle
noise is of multiplicative nature, strongly correlated and more importantly, with non-
Gaussian statistics. These characteristics differ greatly from the traditional assumption
of white additive Gaussian noise, often assumed in image segmentation, filtering, and
in general, image processing; which leads to reduction of the methods effectiveness for
final image information extraction; therefore, this kind of noise severely impairs human
and machine ability to image interpretation. Several distribution families have been
proposed for coherent illuminated images. The large variability of models is due to the
strong dependence of the observed statistics on the density of scatters and on their spa-
tial distribution. Most of the reported models are for describe the envelope of received
echo signal; but in the ultrasound case it is necessary to account for particular signal
processing transformations. This means, that the proposed distributions are valid be-
fore typical transformations like low-pass filtering, interpolation, log-compression and
Time-Gain-Compensation; in consequence, they are not longer valid for the ultrasound
images acquired under clinical conditions
In this thesis, the various models for the first-order statistics of the echo envelope
found in the literature are first presented, based on their representation using the multi-
plicative model, the central limit theorem and the compound representation approaches.
Then, these models are Log-compressed. This transformation led usually to non-analytical
expressions which makes necessary the use of Montecarlo simulation methods in order
to study the feasibility of any statistical description of the Log-compressed data.
Another aspect of a statistical distribution is the physical meaning of the model pa-
rameters in order to relate its goodness of fit on real data with the properties of the
analyzed media. It is the case in problems such as tissue characterization (Shankar et
al., 1993; Shankar, 2001; Shankar et al., 2001; Oelze, O'Brien, and Zachary, 2007; Tsui et
al., 2008; Vegas-Sanchez-Ferrero et al., 2012 ) where estimated parameters themselves
5
6 Chapter 1. Introduction
are used for classifying purposes. In such a framework, it is necessary to pay atten-
tion to the physical meaning of the distribution parameters. For instance, a mixture of
sufficiently large number of Gaussian distributions could model the histogram of echo
envelope, but the physical meaning of the statistics proportions of such mixtures is
not clear because a Gaussian distribution is not (directly) meaningful for the first-order
statistics of the echo envelope.
The backscattered echo signal received at the transducer of an ultrasound device can
be viewed as the vector sum of the individual signals produced by the scatterers dis-
tributed in the medium (Wagner et al., 1983; Wagner, Insana, and Brown, 1987. As a
result, the framework leading to a physical interpretation of the statistical distributions
parameters assumes that the individual contributions of the scatterers are indepen-
dent. When exists a periodicity pattern in the scatterers positions (Wagner et al.,
1983; Wagner, Insana, and Brown, 1987), or strong specular reflections, then a coher-
ent or deterministic component appears in the received signal, because of a scatterers
long-range organization (relative to the wavelength). The power of the coherent com-
ponent is called the coherent signal power. The remaining power (from the total signal
power) is called the diffuse signal power and corresponds to the diffuse (or random)
component, made of a diffuse collection of scatterers.
1.2 Central Limit Theorem Approach
Central Limit Theorem states that the sum of a independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables with finite variances will tend to normal distribution as the
number of variables grows. As a result, the magnitude of a limit random phasor sum
with finite mean and variance is Rayleigh distributed. Rayleigh distribution was first
introduced in the context of sound propagation in Rayleigh, 1880. In ultrasound imag-
ing, the Rayleigh distribution corresponds to the distribution of the gray level (also
called amplitude) in an unfiltered B-mode image, viewed as the envelope of the radio-
frequency (RF) image, in the case of a high effective density of random scatterers with
no coherent signal component (Wagner et al., 1983).
The Rice distribution also corresponds to a high effective density of random scatter-
ers (the diffuse signal component), but combined with the presence of a coherent signal
component of power. Thus, the Rayleigh distribution is the special case of the Rice dis-
tribution, with no coherent component. The Rice distribution itself first appeared in
the context of wave propagation (Nakagami, 1960; 1940; Rice, 1945); in ultrasound was
applied by Insana, 1986; Wagner; 1987 and Tuthill, Sperry, and Parker, 1988.
The K-distribution corresponds to a variable (effective) density α of random scatter-
ers, with no coherent signal component and was introduced in ultrasound imaging by
Shankar et al., 1993. The parameter α can be viewed as the number of scatterers per res-
olution cell or “density”, multiplied by a coefficient depending on the scanning geom-
etry and parameters, and the backscatter coefficient statistics, i.e.“effective” (Jakeman
and Pusey, 1976 and Shankar et al., 1993). The parameter α is also called the scatterer
clustering parameter Dutt and Greenleaf, 1994. The distribution itself appeared first in
Lord, 1954 in the context of random walks, and was further studied by Jakeman and
Pusey, 1976 in the context of sea echo.
The homodyned K-distribution corresponds to the general case of a variable effective
density of random scatterers with or without a coherent signal component introduced
in ultrasound by Dutt and Greenleaf, 1994. The Homodyned K-distribution was first
introduced and studied in Jakeman, 1980 and Jakeman and Tough, 1987 in the context
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of random walks viewed as a model of weak scattering. Thus, K-distribution, Rice
and Rayleigh are particular and/or limiting cases (namely, the effective density α of
random scatterers is “infinite”) of the Homodyned K-distribution, which may be con-
sidered the general model.
A Central Limit Theorem Generalization due to Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (Ho-
effding et al., 1955) states that the sum of a number of random variables with a power-
law tail (Paretian tail with power α) distribution (and therefore having infinite vari-
ance) will tend to a Alpha-Stable distribution as the number of summands grows. If the
exponent α>2 then the sum converges to a stable distribution with stability parameter
equal to 2, i.e. a Gaussian distribution. As a result Rayleigh distribution is a special case
of the square-root-symmetric stable distribution. In Pereyra and Batatia, 2012, Alpha-
stable distributions have been applied to statistical image processing of high frequency
ultrasound imaging, in order to perform tissue segmentation in ultrasound images of
skin. It was established that ultrasound signals backscattered from skin tissues con-
verge to a complex Levy Flight random process with non-Gaussian–stable statistics.
Based on these results, it was proposed to model the distribution of multiple-tissue
ultrasound images as a spatially coherent finite mixture of heavy-tailed Rayleigh dis-
tributions i.e. alpha-stable distributions.
1.3 Compound Representation Approach
One important result of Jakeman and Tough, 1987 is that the Homodyned K-distribution
admits a compound representation, i.e. the distribution can be viewed as the marginal
distribution of a model in which the Rice distribution has its diffuse signal power mod-
ulated by a gamma distribution with mean µ and variance α. In other words, given the
effective density of random scatterers, the model results from the joint probability of
the amplitude and the modulating variable w (distributed according to a gamma dis-
tribution), and the marginal distribution of the variable A is obtained by integrating
the joint probability over the domain of w. In the same manner, the K-distribution is
the marginal distribution of a model in which the Rayleigh distribution has its diffuse
signal power modulated by a gamma distribution.
Another modeling possibility, introduced in Barakat, 1986 and further developed in
Jakeman and Tough, 1987, is equivalent to modulate both the coherent signal compo-
nent and the diffuse signal power of the Rice distribution by a gamma distribution giv-
ing rise to the generalized K-distribution. This distribution has been used in ultrasound
imaging in Eltoft, 2006c. However, in Eltoft, 2005, the Rician inverse Gaussian distri-
bution (RiIG) is introduced, and it corresponds to a model in which both the coherent
signal component and the diffuse signal power of a Rice distribution are modulated by
an inverse Gaussian (IG) distribution, instead of a gamma distribution.
The homodyned K-distribution, the generalized K-distribution and the RiIG are dis-
tributions with three parameters: two parameters for the modulated Rice distribution
and one parameter for the modulating (gamma or IG) distribution. A simpler model
consists in modeling the gray level of the speckle pattern in a B-mode image by a Nak-
agami distribution (Shankar, 2000). The Nakagami distribution is a two-parameter
distribution first introduced in Nakagami, 1960 in the context of wave propagation. It
can be viewed as an approximation of the Homodyned K-distribution, at least in the
special cases of the Rice distribution and the K-distribution. That what essentially the
point of view of Nakagami, 1960 in the context of random walks and wave propaga-
tion, although the homodyned K-distribution was not yet introduced.
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Three other distributions were introduced in the context of ultrasound imaging. The
first one is called the generalized Nakagami distribution (Shankar, 2001) and is ob-
tained from the Nakagami distribution by a change of variable. This distribution was
also proposed independently in Raju and Srinivasan, 2002 (in the equivalent form of a
generalized gamma distribution). The second other distribution is called the Nakagami-
gamma (NG) distribution (Shankar, 2003). That distribution can be viewed as the
marginal distribution of a model in which the Rice distribution is approximated by a
Nakagami distribution, and in which its total signal power (that would correspond to
the total signal power of the Rice distribution) is modulated by a gamma distribution.
Equivalently, the corresponding Rice distribution would have both its coherent signal
power and its diffuse signal power modulated by the gamma distribution. The third
distribution is called the Nakagami-generalized inverse Gaussian (NGIG) distribution
(Agrawal and Karmeshu, 2007), and it corresponds to a model in which the (approxi-
mating) Nakagami distribution has its total signal power modulated by a generalized
inverse Gaussian (GIG) distribution instead of a gamma distribution.
1.4 Multiplicative Model Approach
The statistical modeling of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery has provided some
of the best tools for the processing and understanding of coherent imaging. Among the
statistical approaches the most successful is the multiplicative model. This model of-
fers a set of distributions that, with a few parameters, are able to characterize most of
SAR data. This model is presented, for instance, in Oliver and Quegan, 2004, and ex-
tended in Frery et al., 1997. This extension is a general and tractable set of distributions
within the multiplicative model, used to describe every kind of SAR return. It was
then called a universal model, and its properties are studied in Frery et al., 1999; Mejail
et al., 2000; Mejail et al., 2003. The multiplicative model is based on the assumption
that the observed random field Z is the result of the product of two independent and
unobserved random fields: X and Y . The random field X models the terrain backscat-
ter, and thus depends only on the type of area each pixel. The random field Y describes
the speckle noise, taking into account that the effective number of looks L (ideally) in-
dependent images are averaged in order to reduce the noise. There are various ways
of modelling the random fields X, whereas the physics of speckle noise allows the as-
sumption of a law for Y. This universal model proposes the distribution to describe
the amplitude backscatter X, yielding the GA distribution for the return, and the K-
distribution is a particular case of this model; while in Eltoft, 2006a the Generalized-K
and Homodyned-K distributions can be represented as a convolution of these models,
i.e. a scale mixture of Gaussians models.
1.5 Logarithmic compression
It should be noted that the distributions mentioned before concern the envelope of
the RF signal, but when a log-compression or other (nonlinear or linear) operators are
applied to the envelope, the distribution of the gray levels no longer follows the dis-
tributions computed for the RF echo envelope. In the case of log-compression, the
resulting distribution has been modeled in Dutt, 1995 and Dutt, 1996, assuming the
K-distribution for rf echo envelope. In Prager et al., 2003, a decompression algorithm
is proposed, assuming the homodyned K-distribution for the envelope. As mentioned
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before, operators other than log-compression can be applied on the envelope. In Navar-
rete et al., 2002 the Multiplicative model was applied to in vivo B-scan images filtering;
and in Nillesen et al., 2008, a linear filter was applied to the RF data before computing
the envelope. Five distributions were tested to fit the data: the Rayleigh distribution,
the K-distribution, the Nakagami distribution, the inverse Gaussian distribution and
the gamma distribution. The authors showed, based on empirical tests that the gamma
distribution best fit the data, although the physical meaning for the parameters was not
established.
This thesis is concerned with the statistical distributions of the Log-compressed RF
amplitude image, and therefore all distributions will be Log-compressed previously to
obtain the filtered B-scan mode image version of the data, with special attention to the
physical meaning of the parameters. Note that it should not be confused the distribu-
tion of the (filtered/compressed) B-scan mode amplitude image, with the distribution
of the intensity (i.e., the square of the amplitude) of the (unfiltered) rf envelope im-
age, which may be aproximated with the Nakagami distribution of the (unfiltered)
rf-envelope amplitude image (Shankar, 2000).

Chapter 2
Statistical Models for Ultrasound RF
data
As stated previously, speckle noise is a inherent phenomenon present when coherent
illumination is employed, as is the case of sonar, laser, ultrasound, Magnetic Reso-
nance, X ray or and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery; therefore, any statistical
description of data from these areas can be adapted to the others taking care of the
parameters physical meaning in each case. Also, it is necessary to take into account
that when the product of the wave number with the mean size of the scatterers is much
smaller than the wavelength, and the acoustic impedance of the scatterers is close to the
impedance of the embedding medium, a high density of scatterers results in a packing
organization that implies a correlation between the individual signals produced by the
scatterers (Hawley, Kays, and Twersky, 1967; Twerskyt, 1975; 1978, 1987, 1988; Lucas
and Twersky, 1987; Berger, 1991) Apart from that case, the backscattered echo signal
received at the transducer of an ultrasound device is viewed as a random phasor sum
of the individual signals produced by the scatterers distributed in the medium (Wag-
ner et al., 1983; 1987). Therefore, statistical description of the envelope signal can be
viewed as a statistical description of a random walk in the complex plane.
In this chapter, based on the two excellent reviews by Destrempes and Cloutier, 2010
and Mamou and Oelze, 2013 chapter 10, a review of the models proposed up-to-date
for RF envelope data is presented. Also, different approaches for study those distribu-
tions are presented and related: Central Limit Theorems, Compound Distribution and
Multiplicative model approaches.
2.1 Central Limit Theorem Approach
2.1.1 Rayleigh distribution





A is the resultant phasor after N steps. The Central Limit Theorem states that when N
tends to infinity and the following conditions are met:
• Random phasors aj are independent i.e. uncorrelated.
• Phase and amplitude are independent.
• Phase is uniform distributed.
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• Phasor amplitudes are independent and identically distributed, with mean µ and
variance σ finite.
Then in the random walk of equation 2.1, the join distribution of the uncorrelated real
Ar and imaginaryAi parts of the random phasorAwill be Gaussian with no correlation
terms:



















Whose join density in polar coordinates can be expressed as:




































This distribution function is known as a Rayleigh distribution function, and it is




where a¯2 is the mean intensity of the random step aj before scaling by the factor 1√N .
After normalizing the contribution of N independent scatterers by the factor 1√
N
, one
also obtains a¯2 as the mean intensity (in fact, before or after taking the limit as N →∞
). The idea behind the normalization factor of 1√
N
(instead of 1/N) is to average out the
intensity of the scatterers (rather than their amplitude), to preserve the mean intensity.
In the case of the Rayleigh distribution, the mean intensity (i.e., 2σ2) can be interpreted
as the diffuse signal power, because there is no coherent component in the signal.
2.1.2 Rice distribution
Consider a random walk, obtained by adding a constant phasor ν to the random walk
of equation 2.1 (see fig. 2.2) which may arise due to periodically located scatterers or
due to strong specular scattering:
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FIGURE 2.1: Rayleigh Probability Density Function (A) and Cumulative
Distribution Function (B)
by Krishnavedala Own work. Licensed under CC0 via Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rayleigh_
distributionPDF.svg#/media/File:Rayleigh_distributionPDF.svg
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FIGURE 2.2: In the 2D plane, Rice distribution arises by picking a fixed
point at distance ν from the origin. Generate a distribution of 2D points
centered around that point, where the x and y coordinates are chosen
independently from a gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ
(blue region). If R is the distance from these points to the origin, then R
has a Rice distribution.
by Sbyrnes321 - Own work. Licensed under CC0 via Commons -
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rice_distribution_
motivation.svg#/media/File:Rice_distribution_motivation.svg
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FIGURE 2.3: Rice Probability Density distribution (up) and its Cumula-
tive Distribution Function (bottom)
Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons -
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rice_distributiona_CDF.
png#/media/File:Rice_distributiona_CDF.png
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The join density function of real and imaginary parts ofA can now be written as:



























Io(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order o (the intensity I
should not be confused with the Bessel function Io). Figure 2.3 shows the Rice probabil-
ity density function and its correspondent cumulative distribution function for differ-
ent conditions of coherent component (ν) and fixed (σ). The figure illustrates that the
Rice distribution approaches to Rayleigh distribution when de ratio of the coherent to
diffuse (r = νσ ) power signals tends to 0; and when r tends to infinite, Rice distributions
becomes a Gaussian Distribution.
2.1.3 K-Distribution
Consider the random walk described by equation 2.1, with independent phase and
amplitude, and a uniformly distributed phase, in which the number of steps is variable.
Namely, given α effective scatters per resolution cell and assuming that the number of
steps N follows a negative binomial distribution of mean N¯ so that p = 1
(1+N¯/α)
. Let
the random step be scaled by the factor 1/
√
N¯ ; then, the following random process is
obtained:







Let N¯ tend to infinite in the random process of equation 2.9; then, the amplitude










, α, σ,X > 0 (2.10)
Kρ is the modified Bessel function of second kind and order ρ. The scale parameter
σ2 = a¯2/(2α) (2.11)
is now divided by the effective scatters density per resolution cell, and the limit distri-
bution when α→∞ is a Rayleigh distribution; i.e. when the scatters per resolution cell
is high, a completely develop speckle is obtained. It is also noted that the mean inten-
sity a¯2 = 2ασ2 corresponds to the diffuse power signal of one scatterer. K-distribution
is depicted in figure 2.4 showing the limit distribution as α→∞, namely the Rayleigh
distribution.
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FIGURE 2.4: Probability Density K-Distributions (up) and its Cumula-
tive Distribution Function (bottom). For different α values, scale param-
eter is adjusted for unitary mean. Rayleigh distribution with unitary
mean is plotted as reference. Note that for α > 20 K-distribution can be
aproximated with a Rayleigh distribution
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2.1.4 Homodyned K-Distribution
Homodyned K-Distribution results from adding a coherent signal ν to the random pro-
cess described by equation 2.9,
N ∼ NegBin (α, 1/ (1 + N¯/α))






Let N¯ tend to infinite in the random process of equation 2.12; then, the ampli-
tude probability density function is a Homodyned K-distribution (Jakeman and Tough,
1987):






)α , α, σ,X > 0; ν ≥ 0 (2.13)
Jo denotes the Bessel Function of the First Kind and order 0; and scale parameter
σ2 = a¯2/(2α) (2.14)
Homodyned-K distribution has no analytical expression, but can be represented in
power series (see Dutt, 1995). Also, note that the Homodyned-K distribution when
ν=0 is the K-distribution and it is shown in Jakeman and Tough, 1987 that the limit
distribution as α→∞ is the Rice distribution.
2.2 Compound representation approach
Using characteristic function Jakeman and Tough, 1987 showed that random walks
in n dimensions can be described using a compound representation or, equivalently,
by the multiplicative model. In this section different proposals using the compound
representation are presented.
2.2.1 Homodyned K-Distribution
Equation 2.15 bellow is the Homodyned-K distribution compound representation (see
Jakeman and Tough, 1987):
P (X|σ2, ν, α) =
∫ ∞
0
Pr(X|ν, σ2w)Pγ(w|α, 1)dw, α, σ,X > 0; ν ≥ 0 (2.15)
Pr is the Rice distribution with coherent component ν and variance wσ2; and Pγ is
the Gamma Distribution with mean and variance equal to α; therefore, Homodyned-
K distribution can be understood as a Rice distribution whose variance is a gamma-
distributed random variable. This compound representation led to following limiting
distributions:
• K- Distribution given ν → 0.
• Rice Distribution as α→∞
• Rayleigh Distribution when α→∞, ν → 0
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FIGURE 2.5: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding a
modulated Rayleigh (ν = 0) with different effective scatter densities
(0.5 ≤ α ≤ 20) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.6: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding a
modulated Rice (ν = 0.5) with different effective scatter densities (0.5 ≤
α ≤ 20) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.7: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding a
modulated Rice (ν = 1.0) with different effective scatter densities (0.5 ≤
α ≤ 20) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.8: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding a
modulated Rice (ν = 2.0) with different effective scatter densities (0.5 ≤
α ≤ 20) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.9: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding a
modulated Rice (ν = 6.0) with different effective scatter densities (0.5 ≤
α ≤ 20) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.10: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with very low
effective scatter density (α = 0.5) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.11: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with low effec-
tive scatter density (α = 1.0) modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.12: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with α = 2.0
effective scatter density modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.13: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with α = 4.0
effective scatter density modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.14: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with α = 6.0
effective scatter density modulating Gamma distribution.
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FIGURE 2.15: Homodyned K-distributions resulting of compounding
different modulated Rice (0.5 ≤ ν ≤ 20) distributions with α = 16.0
effective scatter density modulating Gamma distribution.
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Homodyded-K distributions are depicted in figures 2.5 to 2.8 , for different parameters
condition.
2.2.2 Generalized K-Distribution
From Jakeman and Tough, 1987 (equations 4.10 to 4.12) and used in ultrasound by
Eltoft, 2006c the compound representation of the generalized K-distribution is
P (X|σ2, ν, α) =
∫ ∞
0
Pr(X|νw, σ2w)Pγ(w|α, 1)dw, α, σ,X > 0; ν ≥ 0 (2.16)
where Pr denotes the Rice distribution and Pγ is the Gamma Distribution with mean
and variance equal to α. Thus, as opposed to the Homodyned K-distribution, both the
coherent signal component and the diffuse signal power of the Rice distribution are
modulated by a gamma distribution in Generalized-K distribution compound repre-
sentation.
2.2.3 Rician Inverse Gaussian Distribution (RiIG)







λ, λ)dw, λ, σ,X > 0; ν ≥ 0 (2.17)
where Pr denotes the Rice distribution and IG(w|
√
λ, λ) is Inverse Gaussian Distri-











The mean and variance of IG(w|√λ, λ) are both equal to √λ. So, in the compound
representation context,
√
λ plays the same role as α in the Gamma Distribution with
mean and variance equal to α, however a parameter physical interpretation is not as
straight forward.
2.3 Multiplicative model approach
The multiplicative model has been widely used in the modeling, processing, and anal-
ysis of synthetic aperture radar images. This model states that, under most condi-
tions (Tur, Chin, and Goodman, 1982), the return results from the product between the
speckle noise and the terrain backscatter. Several distributions could be used for the
backscatter, aiming at the modeling of different types of classes and their characteristic
degrees of homogeneity. For instance, for some sensor parameters (wavelength, angle
of incidence, polarization, etc.), pasture is more homogeneous than forest, which, in
turn, is more homogeneous than urban areas. Most distributions for the (amplitude)
backscatter do not yield to closed-form distributions for the return, being a constant, a
square root of Gamma and a square root of generalized inverse Gaussian distribution
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important exceptions.
Common distributional hypothesis for one-look return data and homogeneous tar-
gets are the Exponential and Rayleigh distributions, for intensity and amplitude de-
tections, respectively. When the observed region cannot be assumed as homogeneous,
other distributions are considered; among these, the K-distributions have received a
great deal of attention in the literature, and in chapter 3 a generalization will be ex-
posed in detail.
2.3.1 Generalized K-Distribution
From Eltoft, 2006c a normal variance-mean mixture model, was presented. An equiv-
alent 1-D Gamma variance-mean mixture model is in its most general form expressed
as:
Y = (m+ bZ + Z1/2X) m, b ≥ 0 (2.19)
Z1/2 is a square root gamma distribution (i.e. Nakagami distribution) with parameters
(1,1) equivalent to a Rayleigh distribution; and X is an independent square root gamma
distribution with parameters (α, γ>0). This mixture model has as particular cases:
• Rayleigh distribution: m,b=0, α→∞.
• K- Distribution: m,b=0.
• Rice Distribution: b=0, α→∞.
• Homodyned-k distribution: b=0.
• Generalized-k distribution: m=0.

Chapter 3
A general model for ultrasound
B-scan images
3.1 Statistical models for SAR data
Among the frameworks for Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image modelling and anal-
ysis, the multiplicative model is very accurate and successful. It is based on the as-
sumption that the observed random field is the result of the product of two indepen-
dent and unobserved random fields: X and Y. The random field X models the terrain
backscatter and, thus, depends only on the type of area to which each pixel belongs
to. The random field Y takes into account that SAR images are the result of a coherent
imaging system that produces the speckle noise, and that they are generated by per-
forming an average over statistically independent images (looks) in different bands or
polarizations, in order to reduce the speckle noise effect. There are various ways of
modelling the random field X; while, with the usual Rayleigh distribution for the am-
plitude speckle, resulted in a different distribution families for the return. The distribu-
tion parameters depend on the reflective surface (ground in SAR data), and the number
of looks. The advantage of the multiplicative model is that it can model extremely het-
erogeneous areas like cities, as well as moderately heterogeneous areas like forests and
homogeneous areas like pastures. In this chapter, the successful multiplicative model
will be adapted from SAR to ultrasound images. Then, the adapted distribution will
be Log-compressed and the resulting model parameters will be estimated.
3.1.1 Speckle Noise Model
The speckle noise model, proposed by Arsenault Arsenault and April, 1976, is deduced
from the coherent imaging mechanism of a SAR system. Under the ideal circumstances
the imaged scene has a constant Radar Cross Section (RCS) (i.e., speckle is fully de-
veloped and homogeneous surfaces appear as stationary fields).The deducing process
based on the coherent imaging mechanism begins with the six reasonable hypotheses
as follows (Oliver and Quegan, 2004; Moser, Zerubia, and Serpico, 2006; Kuruoglu and
Zerubia, 2004; Goodman, 1976):
• Each resolution cell contains sufficient scatterers.
• The echoes of these scatterers are independently identically distributed;
• The amplitude and phase of the echo of each scatterer are statistically indepen-
dent random variables.
• The phase of the echo of each scatterer is uniformly distributed in the closed
interval [−pi, pi].
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• Inside a resolution cell, there are no dominant scatterers.
• The size of a resolution cell is large enough, compared with the size of a scatterer.
Secondly, with the six hypotheses mentioned above and the central limit theorem, it can
be proven that the energy of each resolution cell has a negative exponential distribution
with the mean value equal to the real RCS value of the resolution cell. Finally, according
to the hypothesis of constant RCS background, each resolution cell can be considered
as a stochastic process, with the ergodic property (i.e., each resolution cell is statistically
independent). Therefore, the whole image has a distribution identical to that of a single
resolution cell.
3.1.2 The Multiplicative Model
Motivated by the speckle model, Ward Ward, 1981 proposed the Multiplicative Model
of SAR images. The Multiplicative Model combines an underlying RCS component σ
with an uncorrelated multiplicative speckle component n, so the observed intensity I
in a SAR image can be expressed as the product (Tur, Chin, and Goodman, 1982, Xie,
Pierce, and Ulaby, 2002):
I = σ · n (3.1)
The speckle model is taken as the special example of the Multiplicative Model with
a constant RCS (σ). Because the Multiplicative Model is correlated with the underlying
terrain RCS (σ), it is usually applied to the intensity data (energy or the square of am-
plitude). That is, I in Equation 3.1 represents the observed value of the intensity. The
Multiplicative Model simplifies the analysis of the statistical model of SAR images. So
it is widely used to develop models which take the RCS fluctuations into consideration,
where P (σ) represents the RCS component distribution and P (I|σ) is correlated with
the distribution of speckle component.
Since the speckle component has a determinate statistical distribution, only the RCS
fluctuation component need to be considered when developing the statistical models
of SAR images, as a result according 3.1, the PDF of the observed intensity is given by:
P (I) =
∫
P (σ) · P (I | σ)dσ (3.2)
The RCS of a homogeneous region (e.g., the grassland region) in either low-resolution
or high-resolution SAR images can be expected to correspond to a constant. Actually,
most scenes contain in-homogeneous regions with RCS fluctuations (Oliver and Que-
gan, 2004; Kuruoglu and Zerubia, 2004; Moser, Zerubia, and Serpico, 2006). According
to Jakeman and Pusey, 1976 investigations, when the number of scatterers in a reso-
lution cell becomes a random variable due to fading phenomenon and the population
of scatterers to be controlled by a birth-death-migration process, it should have a Pois-
son distribution Oliver and Quegan, 2004 and the mean of the Poisson distribution
in each resolution cell (i.e., the expected number of scatterers) itself is also a random
variable. If the mean is Gamma distributed, the corresponding intensity data should
have a K distribution. Further research indicates that K distribution can be viewed as
the combination of two split parts according to Equation 3.2 in the framework of the
Multiplicative Model (Oliver and Quegan, 2004):
• the speckle component satisfying the central limit theorem.
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• the Gamma distributed intensity RCS fluctuations.
The K distribution is deduced with the assumption that the underlying intensity RCS
fluctuations have a Gamma distribution in a heterogeneous region. The Gamma distri-
bution can well describe the characteristics of the RCS fluctuations of a heterogeneous
terrain in high-resolution SAR images. The deduced K distribution itself has the mul-
tiplicative fading statistical characteristics and usually provides a good fit to the het-
erogeneous terrain. Therefore, the K distribution has become one of the most widely
used and the most famous statistical models. Furthermore, according to the deducing
process of the K distribution, the homogeneous region with a constant RCS can also be
described as a special case of the K distribution (Oliver and Quegan, 2004). However,
K-distributions cannot meet the demand for the statistical modeling of complex scenes
in high-resolution images. The complexity of the high-resolution scenes mainly lies in
two aspects (Kuruoglu and Zerubia, 2004):
• The terrain of the scene is usually extremely heterogeneous, such as the urban
region containing many buildings, which results in the severe long-tailed part of
the image histogram.
• There exist two or more heterogeneous components in a certain scene, such as a
combination of woodlands and grasslands, etc.
To solve these problems, Frery et al., 1997 deduced a new statistical model, the GA
model, based on the product model assuming a Gamma distribution for the speckle
component of multi-look SAR images and a generalized inverse Gaussian (GIG) law
for the signal component. It was Frery who first proposed to divide a region as ho-
mogeneous, commonly heterogeneous or extremely heterogeneous according to its ho-
mogeneous degree when deducing the GA model. The K and G0 (also called B distri-
bution) distributions are two special forms of the G model. The former is appropriate
for the heterogeneous region and the latter is appropriate for the extremely heteroge-
neous region. The G0 distribution can be converted into the Beta-Prime distribution
under the single-look condition. Although the G0 distribution is a specific example of
the G model, it has a more compact form in comparison with the G model and conse-
quently has a simple parameter estimation method. The relationship between the G0
distribution and the K distribution cannot be deduced theoretically, but has been eval-
uated via Montecarlo Simulation Methods(Mejail et al., 2001). The parameters of the
G0 distribution are sensitive to the homogeneous degree of a region, which makes the
G0 model appropriate for modeling either heterogeneous or extremely heterogeneous
region. Moreover, moments method can be easily and successfully applied to parame-
ter estimation of the G0 distribution; and the Log-Compressed G0 distribution, namely
HG0 distribution, has an analytical expression. Also, Frery et al., 1997 and Muller and
Pac, 1999 carried out experiments on many SAR images of different kinds of terrain
with various band, polarization, resolution and look numbers, such as different urban
areas, homogeneous and heterogeneous regions, etc. Their results testified the good
characteristics of the G0 distribution. In next sections the GA and GA0 models will be
presented and adapted to ultrasound B-scan images modeling.
3.2 GAistributions for SAR images
Equation 3.1 can be rewritten in equivalent form:
I = X · Y (3.3)
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Equation 3.3 states that the intensity observed value I is the outcome of a random
variable defined by the product of two independent random variables: X modeling
the terrain backscatter, and Y modeling the speckle noise. In a general situation when
independent bands or polarizations images are averaged to reduce speckle noise, it is
necessary to take into account the number of looks n; then multi-look intensity speckle
appears by taking an average over n independent samples, leading, thus to a Gamma




yn−1exp(−ny), y, n > 0
Multi-look amplitude speckle results from taking the square root of the multi-look
intensity speckle and, therefore, has a square root of Gamma distribution, denoted as




y2n−1exp(−ny2), y, n > 0
Though the number of looks should, in principle, be an integer, seldom this is the
case when this quantity is estimated from real data due to, among other reasons, the
fact that the mean is taken over correlated observations. Therefore, the equivalent num-
ber of looks must be estimated (see for example Anfinsen, Doulgeris, and Eltoft, 2008).
Frery et al., 1997 proposed modeling amplitude backscatter with the Square Root












where Kα denotes the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order α. The
parameters space is given by
γ > 0, λ ≥ 0, if α < 0
γ > 0, λ > 0, if α = 0
γ ≥ 0, λ > 0, if α > 0
(3.4)
The amplitude return, GA(α, γ, λ), that arises from the product of XA · YA = ZA ∼



















and parameters space given in equation 3.4.
From N−1/2, the Square Root Gamma Distribution (Γ1/2(x, α, λ)) arises by letting




x2α−1exp(−λx2), α, λ, x > 0
Also, the Reciprocal Square Root Gamma Distribution (Γ−1/2(x, α, γ)) arises by let-
ting λ→ 0 while α, γ > 0 . This distribution is characterized by the density




x−(2α+1)exp(−γ/x2), α, λ, x > 0
It should be noticed that, if X ∼ Γ1/2(x, η, γ), then Z = 1/X ∼ Γ−1/2(z, α, γ−1) with
α = η.
Therefore, Γ1/2(αm, λm) and Γ−1/2(αm, γm) distributions are particular cases ofN−1/2(α, γ, λ)
distribution; and also, using characteristic functions it can be proved that a sequence
of random variables obeying Γ1/2(αm, λm) distributions converges in probability to the
constant β1/21 , if αm, λm →∞ such that α/λ→ β1 when m→∞.
As a result, a sequence of random variables obeying Γ−1/2(αm, γm) distributions con-
verges in probability to the constant β−1/22 , if αm, γm →∞ such that α/γ → β2 when m
→∞.
In this manner, constant amplitude backscatter, used to model homogeneous areas,
arises in two situations and are particular cases of the square root of generalized In-
verse Gaussian Distribution (GiG).
3.2.1 KA-distribution for SAR image
The K-distribution amplitude return,KA(α, λ), that arises from the product ofXA·YA =












3.2.2 GA0 distribution for SAR image
GA0 distribution, GA0(α, γ), arises from the product of XA · YA = ZA ∼ GA0(α, γ),
where XA ∼ Γ−1/2(α, γ) and YA ∼ Γ1/2(n, n); is characterized by the density
fZA(x) =
2nnΓ(α+ n)γαx2n−1
Γ(n)Γ(α) (γ + nx2)α+n
(3.7)
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3.3 G0 distribution for ultrasound image processing
Acoustical waves are longitudinal, therefore cannot be polarized. Also, ultrasound
images are single look i.e. effective number of looks is just n=1; then, amplitude return





With X distributed as:
fx(x) = Γ
1/2(x, 1, 1) = 2x exp(−x2), x > 0
and Y with density
fy(y) = Γ
−1/2(y, α, γ) =
2γα exp(−γ/y2)
Γ(α)y2a+1
, y, α, γ > 0
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Using the Gamma Function definition:∫ +∞
0
uα exp(−u)du = Γ(α+ 1) = αΓ(α)




, α, γ,A > 0 (3.8)
Here, the random variable A (detected amplitude) results from the product of the
random variables xn and ye. Subindex n represents the speckle noise, while e is the
backscatter distribution.
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3.4 HG0 distribution for Log-compressed B-scan images
Clinical ultrasound imaging systems employ nonlinear signal processing to reduce the
dynamic range of the input echo signal to match the smaller dynamic range of the dis-
play device and to emphasize objects with weak backscatter. Typically, the input image
could have dynamic ranges of the order of 50-70 dB whereas a display device would
have dynamic range of the order of 20-30 dB. This reduction in dynamic range is nor-
mally achieved through a logarithmic compression which selectively compresses large
input signals.
This kind of nonlinear compression totally changes the statistics of the input enve-
lope signal. A closed form expression for the density function of the log transformed
distributed data usually is hard to derive. However, it is possible to obtain the density
function of log-compressed G0 density function, as will be shown in this section.
3.4.1 Logarithmic Compression Model
The logarithmic compression transfer function can be written as
X = D · ln(A) +G (3.9)
where A is the input to the compression block and X is the output of the compres-
sion block. D is a parameter of the compressor which represents the dynamic range of
input, and G is the linear gain of the compressor. Here it is assumed that the input is
nonzero.
The linear gain parameter, G, does not affect the statistics of the output signal be-
cause it just changes the mean of the distribution function. But the dynamic range
parameter, D, scales the output signal and is thus important to estimate if one has to
invert this logarithmic transfer function.
If the minimum and maximum input values Amin and Amax, are mapped to mini-
mum and maximum output values Xmin and Xmax by this logarithmic compression,
then the relationship between them can be written as
Xmax = D · ln(Amax) +G
Xmin = D · ln(Amin) +G
Therefore
D = (Xmax −Xmin)/ln(Amax/Amin)
G = Xmin−D · ln(Amin)
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These are the optimum logarithmic amplifier parameters, D and G, when the input-
output dynamic ranges are known. For gray level displays, Xmin = 0 and Xmax =
255; and a typical input dynamic range, Amin = 0.1mV , Amax = 10V ; result in opti-
mum logarithmic amplifier parameters of D = 22.15 and G = 204.
3.4.2 A New Statistical Model of Log-compressed B-scan images
When the non-linear transform z = D · ln(A) +G is applied to Amplitude Distribution
fA, it is transformed as:





























Replacing d = D/2 and exp(−g) = exp(− GD/2)/γ , HG0 distribution is obtained:
HGo(z) =
α exp((z − g)/d)
d (1 + exp((z − g)/d))α+1 , α, g, d > 0 (3.10)
It is straight forward to show that the HG0 cumulative distribution function can be
expressed as:
FHG0(z|α, d, g) = 1− 1
[1 + exp((z − g)/d)]α , α, d, g > 0 (3.11)
Although in principle −∞ < z < ∞ in practice the logarithmic amplifier G is ad-
justed for z ≥ 0, i.e. noise levels under Amin are mapped into 0.
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3.5 Moments generating function method for HG0 parameter
estimation
Moments generating function is defined as the expected value of exp(tX), ifX ∼ PX(x)
mX(t) = 〈exp(tX)〉 =
∫
S exp(tX)PX(x)dx
integration over sample space S; for HG0 distribution, it means:




exp(tz) exp( z−gd )
[1+exp( z−gd )]
α+1




Γ(1 + td)Γ(α− td) (3.12)
and the normalized central moments can be expressed as:






where ψ(n)(x) is the poly-gamma function. From second and third normalized cen-









Equation 3.14 can be solved with standard numerical methods. Parameters (d,g),
knowing α, can be expressed easily,
d = (ψ(1)(1) + ψ(1)(α))−1/2
g = d · (ψ(0)(1)− ψ(0)(α))
(3.15)
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3.6 Maximum likelihood method for HG0 parameter estima-
tion
From equation 3.10 the optimization function can be expressed as
LHGo =
∑
ln(α) + (z − g)/d− ln(d)− (α+ 1) ln (1 + exp((z − g)/d)) (3.16)
And the maximum conditions, are the partial derivatives of equation 3.16 with re-








ln [1 + exp((z − g)/d)]
∂L
∂g






(1 + exp((z − g)/d))
∂L
∂d




d · z. exp((z − g)/d)
(1 + exp((z − g)/d)) − z¯/d
(3.17)
The non-linear system 3.17 can be solved with standard numerical methods. Note
that this system does not involve Bessel functions, making this system less complex
than those from K-distributions models. Also, it is apparent that the system describes
the parameter condition of the ultrasound log-compressed B-scan images, therefore it
is not necessary to invert the logarithmic amplifier equations, and even better, the log-
arithmic amplifier parameters are included as model parameters and can be estimated
with both estimation methods: Methods Of Moments (MoM) described by the non-
linear equations system 3.13 and the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method
described by equation system 3.17.
Chapter 4
Log-compressed data modeling
A Montecarlo study is performed with the distributions presented in Chapter 2. Log-
compressed data are simulated and then they are modeled with the new model de-
veloped in Chapter 3. Finally, goodness of fit tests are performed for null hypothesis
testing.
4.1 Montecarlo simulation of Log-compressed data
Rayleigh, Rice and K distributions are particular cases of the Homodyned-K and sta-
ble distributions, therefore this study will be focused in modeling Log-compressed
Homodyned-K and stable distributed data.
4.2 Homodyned-K distributed data simulation
Simulating Homodyned-K distributed data can be done by using the compound rep-
resentation (See chapter 2).
P (X|σ2, ν, α) =
∫ ∞
0
Pr(X|ν, σ2w)Pγ(w|α, 1)dw, α, σ,X > 0; ν ≥ 0 (4.1)
Given parameters (ν,α) i.e. coherent component ν and effective scatterers density α,
the algorithm to generate an length N - array A of Homodyned-K distributed data, can
be expressed as:
• for i= 1 to N
– Generate σ number using Gamma distribution with parameters (α , 1)
– Generate A(i) number using Rician distribution with parameters (ν , α)
• next i
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4.3 Stable process simulation
Simulating stable distributions can be done with open source code (See appendix C).
Then, the algorithm for stable process simulation can be stated:
• for i= 1 to N
– Generate complex Z random variable with X real and Y imaginary stable
variables with parameters (α , 1): Z= X + iY.
– Generate random complex η with magnitude ν
– Stable process is the magnitude of the complex η + Z.
• next i
4.4 Log Compression
Then, given Amax and Amin, maximum and minimum Homodyned-K and stable pro-
cess distributed Amplitudes, the optimum logarithmic amplifier parameters are esti-
mated using equation 4.2
D = 255/ln(Amax/Amin)
G = −D · ln(Amin)
(4.2)
Log-compressed data are the result of non-linear transform:
Z = D · logA+G
4.5 HG0 distribution for modeling Log-compressed data




d = (ψ(1)(1) + ψ(1)(α))−1/2
g = d · (ψ(0)(1)− ψ(0)(α))
(4.3)
With parameters (α, d, g) , generate HGO distributed data Z1 and finally perform a
Two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis test is used to deter-
mine if independent random samples, Z and Z1, are drawn from the same underlying
continuous population. H indicates the result of the hypothesis test:
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H = 0 => Do not reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level.
H = 1 => Reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level.
Let S1(z) and S2(z1) be the empirical distribution functions from the sample vectors
Z and Z1, respectively, and F1(x) and F2(x) be the corresponding true (but unknown)
population CDFs. The two-sample K-S test tests the null hypothesis that F1(z) = F2(z1)
for all z, against the alternative that they are unequal.
The decision to reject the null hypothesis occurs when the significance level equals
or exceeds the P-value= 0.05.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
The Montecarlo experiments show that the HG0 distribution can describe data in all the
situations covered with the Homodyned-K and stable distributions. The experiments
also show a strong correlation between the α parameter, the effective scatterers density;
and the ν parameter which account for the coherent component presence; due, proba-
bly, to the invariant characteristic of both parameters against scaling. In next chapter
theoretical basis for this phenomenon will be given.
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FIGURE 4.1: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Low effective den-
sity α = 1 and no coherent component.
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FIGURE 4.2: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Low effective den-
sity α = 2 and no coherent component.
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FIGURE 4.3: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Low effective den-
sity α = 4 and no coherent component.
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FIGURE 4.4: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Medium effective
density α = 8 and no coherent component.
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FIGURE 4.5: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. High effective den-
sity α = 32 and no coherent component. Note the limiting case of α→∞
is reached and the Rician distribution with no coherent component is fit-
ted with Rayleigh distribution
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FIGURE 4.6: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Medium effective
density α = 5 and no coherent component.
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FIGURE 4.7: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Medium effective
density α = 5 and low coherent component ν = 0.1
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FIGURE 4.8: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Medium effective
density α = 5 and low coherent component ν = 0.5.
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FIGURE 4.9: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Medium effective
density α = 5 and coherent component ν = 1.
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FIGURE 4.10: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Effective density
α = 5 and coherent component ν = 2.
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FIGURE 4.11: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Effective density
α = 5 and coherent component ν = 4.
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FIGURE 4.12: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Effective density
α = 30 and coherent component ν = 5
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FIGURE 4.13: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Homodyned-K distributed data. Effective density
α = 100 and coherent component ν = 5. Note the goodness of fit with the
Rice distribution. Corresponds to the limit α→∞ with strong coherent
component
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FIGURE 4.14: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 0.5 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.15: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 0.75 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.16: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.0 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.17: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.25 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.18: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.50 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.19: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.75 and coherent component ν = 0
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FIGURE 4.20: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 2.0 and coherent component ν = 0.
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FIGURE 4.21: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 0.5 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.22: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 0.75 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.23: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.0 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.24: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.25 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.25: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.5 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.26: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 1.75 and coherent component ν = 1.0
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FIGURE 4.27: Montecarlo experiment for testing the HG0 distribution
goodness of fit with Log-compressed Alpha-Stable distributed data. Sta-
ble exponent α = 0.5 and coherent component ν = 1.0
Chapter 5
Central Limit Theorem Revisited
The mathematical theory to demonstrate the generality of the model is presented. It
is shown that the developed model has as particular cases all the models presented in
chapter 2 when they are Log-compressed.
5.1 Generalized Central limit theorem
The classical Central Limit Theorem says that the normalized sum of independent,
identical terms with a finite variance converges to a normal distribution. To be more
precise, let X1,X2,X3,... be independent identically distributed random variables with
mean µ and variance σ2. The classical Central Limit Theorem states that the sample
mean Xn = (X1 + ···+Xn)/n will have
an(X1 + ...+Xn)− bn d−→ Z ∼ N(0, 1), n→∞ (5.1)
where an = 1/σ
√
n and bn =
√
nµ/σ
The Generalized Central Limit Theorem shows that if the finite variance assumption is
dropped, the only possible resulting limits are stable distributions.
A nondegenerate random variable Z is α-stable for some 0 < α ≤ 2 if and only
if there is an independent, identically distributed sequence of random variables X1,
X2,X3,... and constants an > 0, bn ∈ R with
an(X1 + ...+Xn)− bn d−→ Z (5.2)
5.2 α-Stable distributions
Stable distributions are a rich class of probability distributions that allow skewness and
heavy tails and have many intriguing mathematical properties. The class was charac-
terized by Paul Levy in his study of sums of independent identically distributed terms
in the 1920’s. The lack of closed formulas for densities and distribution functions for
all but a few stable distributions (Gaussian, Cauchy and Levy), has been a major draw-
back to the use of stable distributions. There are now reliable computer programs to
compute stable densities, distribution functions and quantiles. With these programs, it
is possible to use stable models in a variety of practical problems.
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5.2.1 Definition
Non-degenerate Z is stable if and only if for all n > 1, there exist constants cn > 0 and
dn ∈ R such that:
X1 + ...+Xn
d
= cnX + dn (5.3)
where X1,...,Xn are independent, identical copies of X. X is strictly stable if and only if
dn = 0 for all n.
The most concrete way to describe all possible stable distributions is through the
characteristic function, or their Fourier transform. For a strictly stable, its characteristic
function is (Nolan, 2015):
φ(u) = exp(|u|α) (5.4)
5.3 Infinite divisibility and Alpha-stable distributions
A probability distribution is infinitely divisible if it can be expressed as the probability
distribution of the sum of an arbitrary number of independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables. The characteristic function of any infinitely divisible dis-
tribution is then called an infinitely divisible characteristic function. As a result all
members of the stable distribution family are infinitely divisible.
The classical example of infinite divisible distribution is the Gamma distribution, and
specifically the exponential distribution. The characteristic exponential distribution,




exp (−x) exp (itx)dx = 1
1− it
Hence, the sum of k exponential random variables, is a gamma random variable
with parameters (k,1).
5.4 Self-decomposable distributions
A probability distribution is said to be Sum Self Decomposable (henceforth SSD) if its
characteristic function satisfies:
φ(u) = ψ(α · u) · ψα(u) (5.5)
for all α ∈ (0,1), with ψα(u) a characteristic function. For the corresponding random
variable this means that
X
d
= αX ′ +Xα (5.6)
for all α ∈ (0,1), where X’ and Xα are independent and X’ is distributed as X. The
class of SSD distributions are the limit laws for the sum of independent but identi-
cally distributed (INID) random variables. This property makes SSD random variables
attractive for random walk modeling.
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5.5 The Kullback–Leibler divergence
The Kullback and Leibler, 1951 divergence is a non-symmetric measure of the differ-
ence between two probability distributions P and Q. For distributions P and Q of a









where p and q denote the densities of P and Q.
5.6 G0 and Alpha-stable distributions
A theorem giving the close connection between G0 and Alpha-stable distributions is
established and constitutes one of the main contributions of this thesis. A preliminary
theorem was originally enunciated by Shanbhag and Sreehari, 1977 and is adapted
here to account for the equivalence between G0 and extreme alpha-stable distributions,
establishing a connection between Generalized Central Limit Theorem and the Multi-
plicative Model.
5.7 The main theorem
Theorem 1 Let Ya an extreme stable random variable with characteristic exponent a and let Z
be an exponential random variable independent of Ya then,
Dlog(Ya) +G
d
= HG0(alpha, d, g), 0 < α < 1
5.8 Proof
The proof is divided, for convenience of clarity, in four sections. The first one estab-
lishes a connection between the multiplicative model approach to coherent imaging
and the G0 distribution in intensity format. Then, the mathematical equivalence be-
tween a product of random variables and the G0 distribution in intensity format is
given. Next, the multiplicative model representation for strict stable random variable
with characteristic exponent a, Ya, is found. Finally, the log-compressed distribution
for Ya is evaluated.
5.8.1 Multiplicative Model and G0 distribution in Intensity format
The multiplicative model exposed in chapter 3 assumes that the observations within
this kind of images are the outcome of the product of two independent random vari-
ables: one (X) modeling the terrain backscatter, and other (Y) modeling the speckle
noise. The former usually considered real and positive, while the latter could be com-
plex (if the considered image is in complex format) or positive real (intensity and am-
plitude formats). In order to make an equivalence between the intensity and amplitude
formats, the relation between intensity and amplitude i.e. I = A2, must be considered
to enunciate the Multiplicative Model in intensity format. As a result, the Amplitude





account this relation, the Speckle Amplitude Distribution (Γ1/2(A, 1, 1)) is transformed
into exponential distribution, and the square root of inverse gamma distribution is
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transformed into the inverse gamma distribution:










5.8.2 G0 Multiplicative Model representation
As a result, if X and Y are exponential distributed random variables then
XY −1 ∼ G0I(x, 1, 1) which is G0 distribution in Intensity format:
G0I(x, 1, 1) = X · Y −1 = 1
(1 + x)2
.
5.8.3 G0 Compound representation
Consider the Beta prime distribution of a positive random variable:
Bp(x; a, b) =
xa−1
B(a, b)(1 + x)a+b
Where B(a,b) represents the Beta function and a,b>0. It is apparent that the G0 dis-
tribution is a particular case of Beta prime distribution with parameters (1, α).
Dubey, 1970 introduced an extension of Beta prime distribution and showed that the
following relations are met:
• If X ∼ Γ(a, 1) and Y ∼ Γ(b, 1) then XY −1 ∼ Bp(a, b)
• If X ∼ Bp(a, b) then X−1 ∼ Bp(b, a)
• Bp(x; a, b) =
∫
Γ(x; a, p)Γ(p; b, 1)
This relations show that the compound representation and the multiplicative model
representation are different aspects of symmetry properties of Gamma distributions.
5.8.4 Shanbhag and Sreehari, 1977 theorem
Let Ya an extreme stable random variable with characteristic exponent a and let Z be
an exponential random variable independent of Ya then
Ya
d
= Z · Z−1/a
Proof :
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Ya
d
= Z · Z−1/a =⇒ Z d= Ya · Z1/a
Given u > 0 then, by using the exponential distribution:
P (Z ≥ Yau1/a) =
∫ ∞
0
exp (−yu1/a)dP (Ya ≤ y)
Where dP (Ya ≤ y) is the stable density fa(y)dy:




Using the stable characteristic function, the stable density is its the inverse Fourier
transform:


















exp [−y(u1/a + it)]dy
]
dt



















Using the Residue Theorem,







P (Z ≥ Yau1/a) = 2pii
2pii
exp (−u1/a)a
P (Z ≥ Yau1/a) = exp (−u)
Ya · Z1/a d= Z =⇒ Ya d= Z · Z−1/a
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5.8.5 Stable distributions in Amplitude format










= G0(a, 1) = G0(nα, 1) n = 2, 0 < α ≤ 1
5.8.6 Log-compression of stable distributions
Consider a Log compression of a stable random variable:
Ψ = D · log(Ya(x)) +G
From the previous result it follows:
Ψ = D · log(Z1/2 · Z−1/2a) +G
Ψ ∼ HG0(α, d, g) 0 < α ≤ 1
5.9 The multiplicative model and the Generalized Central Limit
Theorem
(Shanbhag and Sreehari, 1977) probed that if Zr is random variable distributed accord-
ing to a gamma distribution with index parameter 0<r≤ 1 and W is a random variable
independent of Z, then for every p ≥ 1 the random variable Zpr ·W has an infinitely
divisible distribution and can be represented with Alpha-stable distribution or, equiv-
alently with a G0 distribution.
A direct consequence of last result, is that every multiplicative model with noise rep-
resented as a Rayleigh distribution is a infinitely divisible distribution and can be de-
scribed with G0 distribution.
5.10 Compound representation and the multiplicative model
The previous section stated the connection between the Generalized Central limit the-
orem and the multiplicative model with speckle noise modeled as Γ1/2 distribution.
Now the objective is to account for the connection between the compound representa-
tion and the multiplicative model. Let a random variable X with a compound repre-




This means, the random variable X is F distributed with a scale parameter w which is






































As a result, if Z ∼ F and W ∼ G then X = Z ·W
5.11 Concluding remarks
In this chapter it has been shown that a stable random distribution converges in dis-
tribution to G0 distribution and more precisely, the general central limit theorem, the
compound representation and the multiplicative model are mathematically equivalent
to define stable random variables as limiting distribution of random walks in complex
plane. As a result, most of the proposed models up to date, are particular cases of the





Some practical applications of the new statistical model are presented in this chapter.
6.1 B-scan image filtering.
The un-sharp masking filter smooths the image based on some local statistic. The out-
put Y of an un-sharp masking filter for input X is given by
Y = X¯ + c(X − X¯) (6.1)
where c is the local statistic and X¯ is the local mean. If the statistic is limited to range
[0, 1], then the filter output will range from maximal smoothing (mean) to no filtering.
Using the parameter, α , one can design an un-sharp masking filter similar to the filter
proposed by Berger, 1991
Figure 6.1 shows the results of this implementation.
6.2 B-scan image segmentation
In echo-cardiographic images, blood has a very low effective scatterers density, while
muscle presents an evident specular reflection. Also, interfaces present a typical fully
developed speckle that can be efficiently segmented in figure 6.2
6.3 Heart ejection fraction estimation
The ejection fraction (EF) is an important measurement in determining how well heart
is pumping out blood and in diagnosing and tracking heart failure. It is a measurement
of how much blood the left ventricle pumps out with each contraction.
An ejection fraction of 60 percent means that 60 percent of the total amount of blood in
the left ventricle is pushed out with each heartbeat. It is defined in terms of Diastolic
and Systolic volumes as:
EF = [(V dia− V sis)/V dia] · 100 (6.2)
A normal heart’s ejection fraction may be between 55 and 70.
A measurement under 40 may be evidence of heart failure or cardiomyopathy.
An EF between 40 and 55 indicates damage, perhaps from a previous heart attack, but
it may not indicate heart failure. In severe cases, EF can be very low.
EF higher than 75 percent may indicate a heart condition like hypertrophic cardiomy-
opathy.
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FIGURE 6.1: Ultrasound B-scan image filtering. Upper left: original im-
age. Upper right: mean filter. Bottom left: fix window filter. Botton
right: moving window filter
One direct application of the developed statistical model is just an estimation of the
proportion of blood region and muscle regions during a cardiac cycle. Figure 6.3 shows
an estimation of the ejection fraction compared with the assisted EF measurement.
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FIGURE 6.2: Ultrasound B-scan image segmentation
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FIGURE 6.3: Ejection Fraction estimation
Estimated 52 +/- 10
Assisted 50 +/- 4
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Conclusions
• A new statistical model for Ultrasound B-scan images is developed.
• It is shown that the new model includes as a particular cases, after Log-compression,
most of the models proposed up-to-date .
• The new model parameters include the Log-amplifier parameters, and can be
estimated with standard parameter estimation methods.
• The new model is applied successfully to:
– Speckle noise identification and filtering.
– Ultrasound B-scan image segmentation.
– Heart ejection fraction (EF) evaluation
7.2 Future Work
• Improving parameter estimation is a initial work towards on-line implementation
of filtering, segmentation and EF measurement.
• A clinical study should validate these applications by using standard precision
measurement i.e. Magnetic Resonance.
• Real-time measurements, once validated the technology, could improve costs of
clinical examinations because of the lower cost of ultrasound equipment.
• A wide Theoretical research can be done extending and applying the developed
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Using a variable change:









exp (zt) = (u− 1)td exp (gt)






Now, with the new variable change v = 1/u












MATLAB code used in this work
B.1 Simulating and plotting K-distributed data


























subplot(211);hold on;plot(xp,yp,’--k’);grid on;hold off;
legend(’\alpha = 0.6’,’\alpha =1.0’,’\alpha =2.0’,...
’\alpha =4.0’,’\alpha =8.0’,’\alpha =20’,’Rayl’);
yr=cumsum(yr/sum(yr));xp=x(1:250);yp=yr(1:250);
subplot(212);hold on;plot(xp,yp,’--k’);grid on;hold off;
legend(’\alpha = 0.6’,’\alpha =1.0’,’\alpha =2.0’,...
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’\alpha =4.0’,’\alpha =8.0’,’\alpha =20’,’Rayl’);
B.2 Simulating and plotting Homodyned K-distributed data























lbl=’Null hypothesis accepted at p=0.05’;
else
lbl=’Null hypothesis rejected at p=0.05’;
end
mn=min(Px);mx=max(Px);

























lbl=strcat(’Null hypothesis accepted at p=’,num2str(0.05));
else
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B.2.4 Polynomial objective function for for HG0 parameters estimation
function y = f1(x,m3)
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B.2.6 Kullback-Leibler divergence
Developed by Nima Razavi
http://es.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/20688-kullback-leibler-divergence
function dist=KLDiv(P,Q)
% dist = KLDiv(P,Q) Kullback-Leibler divergence of two
discrete
% probability distributions
% P and Q are automatically normalised to have the sum
of one on rows
% have the length of one at each
% P = n x nbins
% Q = 1 x nbins or n x nbins(one to one)
% dist = n x 1
if size(P,2)~=size(Q,2)
error(’the number of columns in P and Q should be the same’);
end
if sum(~isfinite(P(:))) + sum(~isfinite(Q(:)))
error(’the inputs contain non-finite values!’)
end
% normalizing the P and Q
if size(Q,1)==1
Q = Q ./sum(Q);
P = P ./repmat(sum(P,2),[1 size(P,2)]);
temp = P.*log(P./repmat(Q,[size(P,1) 1]));
temp(isnan(temp))=0;% resolving the case when P(i)==0
dist = sum(temp,2);
elseif size(Q,1)==size(P,1)
Q = Q ./repmat(sum(Q,2),[1 size(Q,2)]);
P = P ./repmat(sum(P,2),[1 size(P,2)]);
temp = P.*log(P./Q);




MATLAB Code for Stable
Distributions
The code for Stable Distribution was developed by by Mark Veillette
http://es.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
37514-stbl–alpha-stable-distributions-for-matlab
This open source version was downloaded on August 23 2010
C.1 Stable Distribution PDF
function p = stblpdf(x,alpha,beta,gam,delta,varargin)
%P = STBLPDF(X,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA) returns the pdf of the stable
% distribtuion with characteristic exponent ALPHA, skewness BETA,
% scale parameter GAM, and location parameter DELTA, at the values
% in X. We use the parameterization of stable distribtuions used in
% [2] - The characteristic function phi(t) of a
% S(ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA) random variable has the form
%
% phi(t) = exp(-GAM^ALPHA |t|^ALPHA
% [1 - i BETA (tan(pi ALPHA/2) sign(t)]+ i DELTA t )
% if alpha ~= 1
% phi(t) = exp(-GAM |t| [ 1 + i BETA (2/pi) (sign(t)) log|t|]
% + i DELTA t
% if alpha = 1
% The size of P is the size of X. ALPHA,BETA,GAM and DELTA must
% be scalars
%P = STBLPDF(X,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA,TOL) computes the pdf
% to within an absolute error of TOL.
%
% The algorithm works by computing the numerical integrals in
% Theorem1 in [1] using MATLAB’s QUADV function. The integrands
% are smooth non-negative functions, but for certain parameter
values
% can have sharp peaks which might be missed. To avoid this,
STBLEPDF
% locates the maximum of this integrand and breaks the integral
into two
% pieces centered around this maximum (this is exactly
% the idea suggestedin [1] ).
%
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% If abs(ALPHA - 1) < 1e-5, ALPHA is rounded to 1.
%
%P = STBLPDF(...,’quick’) skips the step of locating the peak
in the
% integrand, and thus is faster, but is less accurate deep
into the tails
% of the pdf. This option is useful for plotting. In place
of ’quick’,
% STBLPDF also excepts a logical true or false
(for quick or not quick)
%




% [1] J. P. Nolan (1997)
% "Numerical Calculation of Stable Densities
and Distribution
% Functions" Commun. Statist. - Stochastic Modles,
13(4), 759-774
%
% [2] G Samorodnitsky, MS Taqqu (1994)
% "Stable non-Gaussian random processes: stochastic
models with
% infinite variance" CRC Press
%
if nargin < 5




if alpha <= 0 || alpha > 2 || ~isscalar(alpha)
error(’stblpdf:BadInputs’,’ "alpha" must be a scalar which
lies in the interval (0,2]’);
end
if abs(beta) > 1 || ~isscalar(beta)
error(’stblpdf:BadInputs’,’ "beta" must be a scalar which lies
in the interval [-1,1]’);
end
if gam < 0 || ~isscalar(gam)
error(’stblpdf:BadInputs’,’ "gam" must be a non-negative scalar’);
end
if ~isscalar(delta)
error(’stblpdf:BadInputs’,’ "delta" must be a scalar’);
end
% Warn if alpha is very close to 1 or 0
if ( 1e-5 < abs(1 - alpha) && abs(1 - alpha) < .02) || alpha < .02
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warning(’stblpdf:ScaryAlpha’,...
’Difficult to approximate pdf for alpha close to 0 or 1’)
end
% warnings will happen during call to QUADV, and it’s okay
warning(’off’);



















%======== Compute pdf ==========%
% Check to see if you are in a simple case, if so be quick,
% if not do general algorithm
if alpha == 2 % Gaussian distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
p = 1/sqrt(4*pi) * exp( -.25 * x.^2 ); % ~ N(0,2)
p = p/gam; %rescale
elseif alpha==1 && beta == 0 % Cauchy distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
p = (1/pi) * 1./(1 + x.^2);
p = p/gam; %rescale
elseif alpha == .5 && abs(beta) == 1 % Levy distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
p = zeros(size(x));
if beta ==1
p( x <= 0 ) = 0;
p( x > 0 ) = sqrt(1/(2*pi)) * exp(-.5./x(x>0)) ./...
x(x>0).^1.5;
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else
p(x >= 0) = 0;
p(x < 0 ) = sqrt(1/(2*pi)) * exp(.5./x(x<0) ) ./...
( -x(x<0) ).^1.5;
end
p = p/gam; %rescale
elseif abs(alpha - 1) > 1e-5 % Gen. Case, alpha ~= 1
xold = x; % Save for later
% Standardize in (M) parameterization ( See equation (2) in [1] )
x = (x - delta)/gam - beta * tan(alpha*pi/2);
% Compute pdf
p = zeros(size(x));
zeta = - beta * tan(pi*alpha/2);




alpham1 = alpha - 1;
c2 = alpha ./ (pi * abs(alpha - 1) * ( x(x>zeta) - zeta) );
V = @(theta) A2 * ( cos(theta) ./
sin( alpha*(theta + theta0) ) ).^exp1.*...
cos( A1 + alpham1*theta ) ./ cos(theta);
% x > zeta, calculate integral using QUADV
if any(x > zeta)
xshift = (x(x>zeta) - zeta) .^ exp1;
if beta == -1 && alpha < 1
p(x > zeta) = 0;
elseif ~quick % Locate peak in integrand and split up integral
g = @(theta) xshift(:) .* V(theta) - 1;
R = repmat([-theta0, pi/2 ],numel(xshift),1);






% change variables so the two integrals go from
% 0 to 1/2 and 1/2 to 1.
theta2shift1 = 2*(theta2 + theta0);
theta2shift2 = 2*(pi/2 - theta2);
g1 = @(theta) xshift .* ...
V(theta2shift1 * theta - theta0);
g2 = @(theta) xshift .* ...
V(theta2shift2 * (theta - .5) + theta2);
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zexpz = @(z) max(0,z .* exp(-z)); % use max incase of NaN
p(x > zeta) = c2 .* ...
(theta2shift1 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( g1(theta) ),...
0 , .5, tol) ...
+ theta2shift2 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( g2(theta) ),...
.5 , 1, tol) );
else % be quick - calculate integral without locating peak
% Use a default tolerance of 1e-6
g = @(theta) xshift * V(theta);
zexpz = @(z) max(0,z .* exp(-z)); % use max incase of NaN
p( x > zeta ) = c2 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( g(theta) ),...
-theta0 , pi/2, tol );
end
p(x > zeta) = p(x>zeta)/gam; %rescale
end
% x = zeta, this is easy
if any( abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8 )
p( abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8 ) = max(0,gamma(1 + 1/alpha)*...
cos(theta0)/(pi*(1 + zeta^2)^(1/(2*alpha))));
p( abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8 ) = p( abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8 )/gam;
%rescale
end
% x < zeta, recall function with -xold, -beta, -delta
% This doesn’t need to be rescaled.
if any(x < zeta)
p( x < zeta ) = stblpdf( -xold( x<zeta ),alpha,-beta,...
gam , -delta , tol , quick);
end
else % Gen case, alpha = 1







% Use logs to avoid overflow/underflow
logV = @(theta) log(twooverpi * ((piover2 + beta *theta)./
cos(theta))) + ...
( oneoverb * (piover2 + beta *theta) .* tan(theta) );
c2 = 1/(2*abs(beta));
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xterm = ( -pi*x/(2*beta));
if ~quick % Locate peak in integrand and split up integral
% Use a default tolerance of 1e-12
logg = @(theta) xterm(:) + logV(theta) ;
R = repmat([-theta0, pi/2 ],numel(xterm),1);
theta2 = bisectionSolver(logg,R,1-beta);
theta2 = reshape(theta2,size(xterm));
% change variables so the two integrals go from
% 0 to 1/2 and 1/2 to 1.
theta2shift1 = 2*(theta2 + theta0);
theta2shift2 = 2*(pi/2 - theta2);
logg1 = @(theta) xterm + ...
logV(theta2shift1 * theta - theta0);
logg2 = @(theta) xterm + ...
logV(theta2shift2 * (theta - .5) + theta2);
zexpz = @(z) max(0,exp(z) .* exp(-exp(z)));
% use max incase of NaN
p = c2 .* ...
(theta2shift1 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( logg1(theta) ),...
0 , .5, tol) ...
+ theta2shift2 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( logg2(theta) ),...
.5 , 1, tol) );
else % be quick - calculate integral without locating peak
% Use a default tolerance of 1e-6
logg = @(theta) xterm + logV(theta);
zexpz = @(z) max(0,exp(z) .* exp(-exp(z)));
% use max incase of NaN
p = c2 .* quadv(@(theta) zexpz( logg(theta) ),...
-theta0 , pi/2, tol );
end
p = p/gam; %rescale
end
p = real(p); % just in case a small imaginary piece crept in
% This might happen when (x - zeta) is really small
end
function X = bisectionSolver(f,R,alpha,varargin)
% Solves equation g(theta) - 1 = 0 in STBLPDF using a
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%vectorized bisection
% method and a tolerance of 1e-5. The solution to this
% equation is used to increase accuracy in the calculation
% of a numerical integral.
%
% If alpha ~= 1 and 0 <= beta < 1, the equation always has
% a solution
% If alpha > 1 and beta <= 1, then g is monotone decreasing
%
% If alpha < 1 and beta < 1, then g is monotone increasing
%
% If alpha = 1, g is monotone increasing if beta > 0 and monotone
% decreasing is beta < 0. Input alpha = 1 - beta
% to get desired results.
%
if nargin < 2





% beta = varargin{1};
% xshift = varargin{2};
% if abs(beta) == 1
% V0=(1/alpha)^(alpha/(alpha-1))*(1-alpha)*...
% cos(alpha*pi/2)*xshift;
% if alpha > 1
% noSolution = V0 - 1 %>= 0;
% elseif alpha < 1






[N M] = size(R);
if M ~= 2
error(’bisectionSolver:BadInput’,...










’Input function inconsistint with rectangle dimension’)
end
if size(val,1) ~= N
error(’bisectionSolver:BadInput’,...
’Output of function must be a column vector





while( max(abs(val)) > tol && iter < maxiter )
X = (a + b)/2;
val = f(X);
l = (val > 0);
if alpha > 1
l = 1-l;
end
a = a.*l + X.*(1-l);
b = X.*l + b.*(1-l);
iter = iter + 1;
end
if any(noSolution)
X(noSolution) = (R(1,1) + R(1,2))/2;
end
end
C.2 Stable Distribution CDF
function F = stblcdf(x,alpha,beta,gam,delta,varargin)
%F = STBLCDF(X,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA) returns the cdf of the stable
% distribtuion with characteristic exponent ALPHA, skewness BETA,
scale
% parameter GAM, and location parameter DELTA, at the values in X.
We use
% the parameterization of stable distribtuions used in [2] -
The
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% characteristic function phi(t) of a S(ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA)
% random variable has the form
%
% phi(t) = exp(-GAM^ALPHA |t|^ALPHA [1 - i BETA (tan(pi ALPHA/2)
sign(t)]
% + i DELTA t ) if alpha ~= 1
%
% phi(t) = exp(-GAM |t| [ 1 + i BETA (2/pi) (sign(t)) log|t| ] + i
DELTA t
% if alpha = 1
%
% The size of P is the size of X. ALPHA,BETA,GAM and DELTA must
be scalars
%
%P = STBLCDF(X,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA,TOL) computes the cdf to within
an
% absolute error of TOL. Default for TOL is 1e-8.
%
% The algorithm works by computing the numerical integrals in
Theorem
% 1 in [1] using MATLAB’s QUADV function.
%
% If abs(ALPHA - 1) < 1e-5, ALPHA is rounded to 1.
%




% [1] J. P. Nolan (1997)
% "Numerical Calculation of Stable Densities and Distribution
% Functions" Commun. Statist. - Stochastic Modles, 13(4),
759-774
%
% [2] G Samorodnitsky, MS Taqqu (1994)
% "Stable non-Gaussian random processes: stochastic models with




if nargin < 5
error(’stblcdf:TooFewInputs’,’Requires at least five input arguments.’);
end
% Check parameters
if alpha <= 0 || alpha > 2 || ~isscalar(alpha)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "alpha" must be a scalar which lies in the
interval (0,2]’);
end
if abs(beta) > 1 || ~isscalar(beta)
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error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "beta" must be a scalar which lies in the
interval [-1,1]’);
end
if gam < 0 || ~isscalar(gam)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "gam" must be a non-negative scalar’);
end
if ~isscalar(delta)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "delta" must be a scalar’);
end
if nargin > 6






error(’stblcdf:BadInput’,’"TOL" must be a scalar.’)
end
% Warn if alpha is very close to 1 or 0
if (1e-5 < abs(1 - alpha) && abs(1 - alpha) < .02) || alpha < .02
warning(’stblcdf:ScaryAlpha’,...
’Difficult to approximate cdf for alpha close to 0 or 1’)
end
%========= Compute CDF =============%
% Check to see if you are in a simple case, if so be quick, if not do
% general algorithm
if alpha == 2 % Gaussian distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
F = .5*(1 + erf(x/2)); % ~ N(0,2)
elseif alpha==1 && beta == 0 % Cauchy distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
F = 1/pi * atan(x) + .5;
elseif alpha == .5 && abs(beta) == 1 % Levy distribution
x = (x - delta)/gam; % Standardize
F = zeros(size(x));
if beta > 0
F(x > 0) = erfc(sqrt(1./(2*x(x>0))));
F(x <= 0) = 0;
else % beta < 0
F(x < 0) = 1 - erfc(sqrt(-1./(2*x(x<0))));
F(x >= 0) = 1;
end
elseif abs(alpha - 1) > 1e-5 % Gen. Case, alpha ~= 1
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xold = x; % Save for possible later use
% Standardize in (M) parameterization ( See equation (2) in [1] )
x = (x - delta)/gam - beta * tan(alpha*pi/2);
F = zeros(size(x));
% Compute CDF
zeta = -beta * tan(pi*alpha/2);
theta0 = (1/alpha) * atan( beta * tan(pi*alpha/2) );
A1 = alpha*theta0;
c1 = (alpha > 1) + (alpha < 1)*(1/pi)*(pi/2 - theta0);
A2 = cos(A1)^(1/(alpha-1));
exp1 = alpha/(alpha-1);
alpham1 = alpha - 1;
V = @(theta) A2 * ( cos(theta) ./ sin( alpha*(theta + theta0) ) )
.^exp1.*...
cos( A1 + alpham1*theta ) ./ cos(theta);
if any(x > zeta)
xshift = (x(x>zeta) - zeta).^(alpha/(alpha - 1));
% shave off end points of integral to avoid numerical instability
% when calculating V
F( x > zeta ) = c1 + sign(1-alpha)/pi * ...
quadv(@(theta) exp(-xshift * V(theta)),...
-theta0+1e-10,pi/2-1e-10,tol);
end
if any(abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8)
F(abs(x - zeta) < 1e-8) = (1/pi) * (pi/2 - theta0);
end
if any( x < zeta)
% Recall with -xold, -beta, -delta
F(x < zeta) =...
1 - stblcdf(-xold(x < zeta),alpha,-beta,gam,-delta);
end
elseif beta > 0
% Gen. Case, alpha = 1, beta >0





% Use logs to avoid overflow/underflow
logV = @(theta) log(twooverpi * ((piover2 + beta *theta)
./cos(theta))) + ...
( oneoverb * (piover2 + beta *theta) .* tan(theta) );
xterm = (-pi*x/(2*beta));
F = (1/pi)*quadv(@(theta) exp(-exp(xterm + logV(theta))),...
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-pi/2+1e-12,pi/2-1e-12,tol);
else % alpha = 1, beta < 0
F = 1 - stblcdf(-x,1,-beta,gam,-delta,tol);
end
F = max(real(F),0);
% in case of small imaginary or negative resutls from QUADV
end
C.3 Stable Distributed Random Numbers
function r = stblrnd(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,varargin)
%STBLRND alpha-stable random number generator.
% R = STBLRND(ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,DELTA) draws a sample
from the Levy
% alpha-stable distribution with characteristic
exponent ALPHA,
% skewness BETA, scale parameter GAMMA and location
parameter DELTA.
% ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA and DELTA must be scalars which
fall in the following
% ranges :
% 0 < ALPHA <= 2
% -1 <= BETA <= 1
% 0 < GAMMA < inf
% -inf < DELTA < inf
%
%
% R = STBLRND(ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,DELTA,M,N,...) or






% [1] J.M. Chambers, C.L. Mallows and B.W. Stuck (1976)
% "A Method for Simulating Stable Random Variables"
% JASA, Vol. 71, No. 354. pages 340-344
%
% [2] Aleksander Weron and Rafal Weron (1995)
% "Computer Simulation of Levy alpha-Stable Variables
and Processes"
% Lec. Notes in Physics, 457, pages 379-392
%
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if nargin < 4




if alpha <= 0 || alpha > 2 || ~isscalar(alpha)
error(’stats:stblrnd:BadInputs’,’ "alpha" must be a scalar
which lies in the interval (0,2]’);
end
if abs(beta) > 1 || ~isscalar(beta)
error(’stats:stblrnd:BadInputs’,’ "beta" must be a scalar
which lies in the interval [-1,1]’);
end
if gamma < 0 || ~isscalar(gamma)




error(’stats:stblrnd:BadInputs’,’ "delta" must be
a scalar’);
end
% Get output size
[err, sizeOut] = genOutsize(4,alpha,beta,gamma,delta,
varargin{:});




C.4 Stable Distribution data fitting
function params = stblfit(X,varargin)
%PARAMS = STBLFIT(X) returns an estimate of the
four parameters in a
% fit of the alpha-stable distribution to the data X.
The output
% PARAMS is a 4 by 1 vector which contains the estimates of the
% characteristic exponent ALPHA, the skewness BETA,
the scale GAMMA and
% location DELTA.
%
%PARAMS = STBLFIT(X,METHOD) Specifies the algorithm used to
% estimate the parameters. The choices for METHOD are
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% ’ecf’ - Fits the four parameters to the empirical
characteristic
% function estimated from the data.
This is the default.
% Based on Koutrouvelis (1980,1981),
see [1],[2] below.
% ’percentile’ - Fits the four parameters using various
% percentiles of the data X.
This is faster than ’ecf’,
% however studies have shown it
to be slightly less
% accurate in general.
% Based on McCulloch (1986),
see [2] below.
%
%PARAMS = STBLFIT(...,OPTIONS) specifies options used in STBLFIT.
OPTIONS
% must be an options stucture created with the STATSET function.
Possible
% options are
% ’Display’ - When set to ’iter’, will display the values
of
% alpha,beta,gamma and delta in each
% iteration. Default is ’off’.
% ’MaxIter’ - Specifies the maximum number of iterations
allowed in
% estimation. Default is 5.




% See also: STBLRND, STBLPDF, STBLCDF, STBLINV
%
% References:
% [1] I. A. Koutrouvelis (1980)
% "Regression-Type Estimation of the Paramters of
Stable Laws.
% JASA, Vol 75, No. 372
%
% [2] I. A. Koutrouvelis (1981)
% "An Iterative Procedure for the estimation of the
Parameters of
% Stable Laws"
% Commun. Stat. - Simul. Comput. 10(1), pages 17-28
%
% [3] J. H. McCulloch (1986)
% "Simple Consistent Estimators of Stable Distribution
Parameters"
% Cummun. Stat. Simul. Comput. 15(4)
%
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% [4] A. H. Welsh (1986)
% "Implementing Empirical Characteristic Function
Procedures"
% Statistics & Probability Letters Vol 4, pages 65-67




























% === Find which method.
if any(strcmp(varargin,’percentile’))
maxiter = 0; % This is McCulloch’s percentile method
end
% ==== Begin estimation =====
N = numel(X); % data size
% function handle to compute empirical char. functions
I = sqrt(-1);
phi = @(theta,data) 1/numel(data) * sum( exp( I * ...
reshape(theta,numel(theta),1) *...
reshape(data,1,numel(data)) ) , 2);
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% Step 1 - Obtain initial estimates of parameters
using McCulloch’s method
% then standardize data
[alpha beta] = intAlpBet(X);
[gam delta ] = intGamDel(X,alpha,beta);
if gam==0
% Use standard deviation as initial guess
gam = std(X);
end








for iter = 1:maxiter
% Step 2.1 - Regress against ecf to refine estimates
of alpha & gam
% After iteration 1, use generalized
least squares





y = log( - log( abs(phi(t,s)).^2 ) );
if iter == 1 % use ordinary least squares regression
ell = regress(y,[w’ ones(size(y))]);
alpha = ell(1);
gamhat = (exp(ell(2))/2)^(1/alpha);
gam = gam * gamhat;
else % use weighted least squares regression
sig = charCov1(t ,N, alpha , beta, 1);
try
ell = lscov([w’ ones(size(y))],y,sig);
catch % In case of badly conditioned covariance matrix,
just use diagonal entries
try
ell = lscov([w’ ones(size(y))],y,eye(K).*(sig+eps));







gam = gam * gamhat;
end







% Step 2.3 - Regress against ecf to refine estimates
of beta,
delta
% After iteration 1, use generalized least
squares
if iter <= 2
L = chooseL(alpha,N);









if iter == 1 % use ordinary least squares
ell = regress(g, [u’, sign(u’).*abs(u’).^alpha]);
beta = ell(2)/tan(alpha*pi/2) ;
delta = delta + gam* ell(1) ;
else % use weighted least squares regression
sig = charCov2(u ,N, alpha , beta, 1);
try
ell = lscov([u’, sign(u’).*abs(u’).^alpha],g,sig);
catch % In case of badly conditioned covariance matrix,
use diagonal entries
try
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end
beta = ell(2)/tan(alpha*pi/2) ;
delta = delta + gam* ell(1) ;
end
% Step 2.4 Remove estimated shift





% Check for blow-up
if any(isnan([alpha, beta, gam, delta]) |
isinf([alpha, beta, gam, delta]))
break
end
% Step 2.5 Check for convergence, keep track of
parameters with
% smallest ’diff’
diff = (alpha - alphaold)^2 + (delta - deltaold)^2;
if abs(diff) < diffbest
bestparams = [alpha; beta; gam; delta];
diffbest = diff;














% Step 3 - Truncate if necessary
alpha = max(alpha,0);





params = [alpha; beta; gam; delta];
end % End stblfit
%===============================================================
%===============================================================
function [alpha beta] = intAlpBet(X)
% Interpolates Tables found in MuCulloch (1986) to obtain a
starting
% estimate of alpha and beta based on percentiles of data X
% Input tables
nuA = [2.439 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.5 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0
10 15 25];
nuB = [0 .1 .2 .3 .5 .7 1];
[a b] = meshgrid( nuA , nuB );
alphaTab= [2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000;...
1.916 1.924 1.924 1.924 1.924 1.924 1.924;...
1.808 1.813 1.829 1.829 1.829 1.829 1.829;...
1.729 1.730 1.737 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745;...
1.664 1.663 1.663 1.668 1.676 1.676 1.676;...
1.563 1.560 1.553 1.548 1.547 1.547 1.547;...
1.484 1.480 1.471 1.460 1.448 1.438 1.438;...
1.391 1.386 1.378 1.364 1.337 1.318 1.318;...
1.279 1.273 1.266 1.250 1.210 1.184 1.150;...
1.128 1.121 1.114 1.101 1.067 1.027 0.973;...
1.029 1.021 1.014 1.004 0.974 0.935 0.874;...
0.896 0.892 0.887 0.883 0.855 0.823 0.769;...
0.818 0.812 0.806 0.801 0.780 0.756 0.691;...
0.698 0.695 0.692 0.689 0.676 0.656 0.595;...
0.593 0.590 0.588 0.586 0.579 0.563 0.513]’;
betaTab= [ 0.000 2.160 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 1.592 3.390 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 0.759 1.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 0.482 1.048 1.694 1.000 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 0.360 0.760 1.232 2.229 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 0.253 0.518 0.823 1.575 1.000 1.000;...
0.000 0.203 0.410 0.632 1.244 1.906 1.000;...
0.000 0.165 0.332 0.499 0.943 1.560 1.000;...
0.000 0.136 0.271 0.404 0.689 1.230 2.195;...
0.000 0.109 0.216 0.323 0.539 0.827 1.917;...
0.000 0.096 0.190 0.284 0.472 0.693 1.759;...
0.000 0.082 0.163 0.243 0.412 0.601 1.596;...
0.000 0.074 0.147 0.220 0.377 0.546 1.482;...
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0.000 0.064 0.128 0.191 0.330 0.478 1.362;...
0.000 0.056 0.112 0.167 0.285 0.428 1.274]’;
% Calculate percentiles
Xpcts = prctile(X,[95 75 50 25 5]);
nuAlpha = (Xpcts(1) - Xpcts(5))/(Xpcts(2) - Xpcts(4));
nuBeta = (Xpcts(1) + Xpcts(5) - 2*Xpcts(3))/(Xpcts(1) -
Xpcts(5));
% Bring into range
if nuAlpha < 2.4390
nuAlpha = 2.439 + 1e-12;
elseif nuAlpha > 25






beta = s * interp2(a,b,betaTab,nuAlpha,abs(nuBeta));
% Truncate beta if necessary
if beta>1
beta = 1;




function [gam delta] = intGamDel(X,alpha,beta)
% Uses McCulloch’s Method to obtain scale and location
of data X given
% estimates of alpha and beta.
% Get percentiles of data and true percentiles given
alpha and beta;
Xpcts = prctile(X,[75 50 25]);




if abs(alpha - 1) < .02
alpha = 1;
end
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% With the ’quick’ option, these are equivalent to
McCulloch’s tables
Xquart = stblinv([.75 .25],alpha,beta,1,0,’quick’);
Xmed = stblinv(.5,alpha,beta,1,-beta*tan(pi*alpha/2),’quick’);
% Obtain gamma as ratio of interquartile ranges
gam = (Xpcts(1) - Xpcts(3))/(Xquart(1) - Xquart(2));
% Obtain delta using median of shifted data
and estimate of gamma
zeta = Xpcts(2) - gam * Xmed;
delta = zeta - beta*gam*tan(alpha*pi/2);
end
function K = chooseK(alpha,N)
% Interpolates Table 1 in [1] to calculate optimum K
given alpha and N





a = [1.9, 1.5: -.2: .3];
n = [200 800 1600];
[X Y] = meshgrid(a,n);
Kmat = [ 9 9 9 ; ...
11 11 11 ; ...
22 16 14 ; ...
24 18 15 ; ...
28 22 18 ; ...
30 24 20 ; ...
86 68 56 ; ...
134 124 118 ];
K = round(interp2(X,Y,Kmat’,alpha,N,’linear’));
end
function L = chooseL(alpha,N)






a = [1.9, 1.5, 1.1:-.2:.3];
n = [200 800 1600];
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[X Y] = meshgrid(a,n);
Lmat = [ 9 10 11 ; ...
12 14 15 ; ...
16 18 17 ; ...
14 14 14 ; ...
24 16 16 ; ...
40 38 36 ; ...
70 68 66 ];
L = round(interp2(X,Y,Lmat’,alpha,N,’linear’));
end
function A = efcRoot(X)
% An iterative procedure to find the first positive
root of the real part
% of the empirical characteristic function of the data X.
Based on [4].
N = numel(X);
U = @(theta) 1/N * sum( cos( ...
reshape(theta,numel(theta),1) *...





while abs(val) > 1e-3 && iter1 < 10^4
A = A + val/m;
val = U(A);
iter1 = iter1 + 1;
end
end
function sig = charCov1(t ,N, alpha , beta,gam)
% Compute covariance matrix of y = log (- log( phi(t) ) ),
where phi(t) is





Tj = repmat( t(:) , 1 , K);
Tk = repmat( t(:)’ , K , 1);
Tjalpha = abs(Tj).^alpha;
Tkalpha = abs(Tk).^alpha;
TjxTk = abs(Tj .* Tk);
TjpTk = Tj + Tk ;
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TjpTkalpha = abs(TjpTk).^alpha;
TjmTk = Tj - Tk ;
TjmTkalpha = abs(TjmTk).^alpha;
A = calpha*( Tjalpha + Tkalpha - TjmTkalpha);
B = calpha * beta *...
(-Tjalpha .* sign(Tj) * w ...
+ Tkalpha .* sign(Tk) * w ...
+ TjmTkalpha .* sign(TjmTk) * w) ;
D = calpha * (Tjalpha + Tkalpha - TjpTkalpha);
E = calpha * beta *...
( Tjalpha .* sign(Tj) * w ...
+ Tkalpha .* sign(Tk) * w ...
- TjpTkalpha .* sign(TjpTk) * w);
sig = (exp(A) .* cos(B) + exp(D).*cos(E) - 2)./...
( 2 * N * gam^(2*alpha) * TjxTk.^alpha);
end
function sig = charCov2(t ,N, alpha , beta, gam)
% Compute covariance matrix of
z = Arctan(imag(phi(t))/real(phi(t)),
% where phi(t) is ecf of alpha-stable random variables.




Tj = repmat( t(:) , 1 , K);
Tk = repmat( t(:)’ , K , 1);
Tjalpha = abs(Tj).^alpha;
Tkalpha = abs(Tk).^alpha;
TjpTk = Tj + Tk ;
TjpTkalpha = abs(TjpTk).^alpha;
TjmTk = Tj - Tk ;
TjmTkalpha = abs(TjmTk).^alpha;
B = calpha * beta *...
(-Tjalpha .* sign(Tj) * w ...
+ Tkalpha .* sign(Tk) * w ...
+ TjmTkalpha .* sign(TjmTk) * w) ;
E = calpha * beta *...
( Tjalpha .* sign(Tj) * w ...
+ Tkalpha .* sign(Tk) * w ...
- TjpTkalpha .* sign(TjpTk) * w);
F = calpha * (Tjalpha + Tkalpha);
G = -calpha * TjmTkalpha;
H = -calpha * TjpTkalpha;
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sig = exp(F) .*(exp(G) .* cos(B) - exp(H) .* cos(E))/(2*N);
end
C.5 Stable Distribution CDF inversion
function x = stblinv(u,alpha,beta,gam,delta,varargin)
%X = STBLINV(U,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA) returns values
of the inverse CDF of
% the alpha-stable distribution with characteristic
exponent ALPHA, skewness
% BETA, scale GAM, and location DELTA at the values
in the array U.
%
% This alogrithm uses a combination of Newton’s
method and the bisection
% method to compute the inverse cdf to a
tolerance of 1e-6;
%
% X = STBLINV(U,ALPHA,BETA,GAM,DELTA,’quick’) returns
a linear interpolated
% approximation of the inverse CDF based on a
table of pre-calculated
% values. The table contains exact values at
% ALPHA = [.1 : .1: 2]
% BETA = [0: .2 : 1]
% U = [ .1 : .1 : .9 ]
% If U < .1 or U > .9, the ’quick’ option approximates
the CDF with its
% asymptotic form which is given in [1], page 16,
Property 1.2.15. Results
% for U outside the interval [.1:.9] may vary.
%
% If abs(ALPHA - 1) < 1e-5, ALPHA is rounded to 1.
%
% See also: STBLRND, STBLPDF, STBLCDF, STBLFIT
%
% Reference:
% [1] G. Samorodnitsky & M. S. Taqqu (1994)
% "Stable Non-Gaussian Random Processes,
Stochastic Models with
% Infinite Variance" Chapman & Hall
%
if nargin < 5
error(’stblcdf:TooFewInputs’,
’Requires at least five input arguments.’);
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end
% Check parameters
if alpha <= 0 || alpha > 2 || ~isscalar(alpha)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "alpha" must be a
scalar which lies in the interval (0,2]’);
end
if abs(beta) > 1 || ~isscalar(beta)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "beta" must be a
scalar which lies in the interval [-1,1]’);
end
if gam < 0 || ~isscalar(gam)
error(’stblcdf:BadInputs’,’ "gam"




"delta" must be a scalar’);
end
if (1e-5 < abs(alpha - 1) && abs(alpha - 1) < .02)
|| alpha < .02
warning(’stblcdf:ScaryAlpha’,...
’Difficult to approximate cdf for alpha












% Return NaN for out of range parameters or probabilities.
u(u < 0 | 1 < u) = NaN;
% Check to see if you are in a simple case, if so be quick.
if alpha == 2 % Gaussian distribution
x = - 2 .* erfcinv(2*u);
x = x*gam + delta; %
elseif alpha==1 && beta == 0 % Cauchy distribution
x = tan(pi*(u - .5) );
x = x*gam + delta;
elseif alpha == .5 && abs(beta) == 1 % Levy distribution
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x = .5 * beta ./(erfcinv(u)).^2;
x = x*gam + delta;
else % Gen. Case
% Flip sign of beta if necessary







% Calculate additional shift for (M) parameterization
if abs(alpha - 1) > 1e-5







F = stblcdf(x,alpha,beta,1,deltaM) - u;
diff = max(abs(F),0); % max incase of NaNs




while any(bad(:)) && iter < itermax
% Perform Newton step
% If Fprime = 0, step closer to origin instead
Fprime = stblpdf(x(bad),alpha,beta,1,deltaM,1e-8);
x(bad) = x(bad) - F(bad) ./ Fprime;
blowup = isinf(x) | isnan(x);
if ~isempty(blowup)
x(blowup) = xold(blowup) / 2;
end
F(bad) = stblcdf(x(bad),alpha,beta,1,deltaM) - u(bad);
% Make sure we are getting closer, if not, do bisections until
% we do.
nocvg = abs(F) > 1.1*abs(Fold);
bisecs = 0;
while any(nocvg(:)) && (bisecs < maxbisecs)
x(nocvg) = .5*(x(nocvg) + xold(nocvg));
F(nocvg) = stblcdf(x(nocvg),alpha,beta,1,deltaM) - u(nocvg);
nocvg = abs(F) > 1.1*abs(Fold);
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bisecs = bisecs + 1;
end
% Test for convergence
diff = max(abs(F),0); % max incase of NaNs
bad = diff > tol;
% Save for next iteration
xold = x;
Fold = F;




if abs(1 - alpha) > 1e-5
x = signBeta*(x - deltaM)*gam + delta;
else







function X0 = intGuess(alpha,beta,u)
% Look-up table of percentiles of standard stable distributions
% If .1 < u < .9, Interpolatates tabulated values
to obtain initial guess





if beta == 1
utemp(utemp < .1) = .1; % bring these into table range
end % since asyp. formulas don’t
apply if beta=1.
high = (utemp > .9);
low = (utemp < .1);
middle = ~high & ~low;
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% Use asymptotic formulas to guess high and low
if any(high | low)
if alpha ~= 1




X0(high) = ( (1-u(high))/(C * .5 * (1 + beta)) ).^(-1/alpha);
X0(low) = -(u(low)/(C * .5 * (1 - beta))).^(-1/alpha);
end
% Use pre-calculated lookup table
if any(middle)
[Alp Bet P] = meshgrid(.1:.1:2 , 0:.2:1 , .1:.1:.9 );
stblfrac = zeros(6,20,9);


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%%%% Interpolate to find initial guess
[alpIn betIn uIn] = meshgrid(alpha,beta,utemp(middle));






MATLAB Code for Applications
D.1 Speckle Filtering
function Ims=ImFilt(Ime,Ws)
% B-scan images filtering using HG0


















Ims(inih:finh,iniv:finv)= uint8(Wm + fp*(double(WinProc)-Wm));
end;
end








% segmenting by using skewness positive=blood
% negative either muscle or interface
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% B-scan images segmentation using skewness
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end;
end








% segmenting by using skewness positive=blood
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